The existence of the classical solutions has been proved for the equations of motion for compressible fluids of second grade in a bounded domain.
Introduction.
Geological materials and polymeric fluids are among the many substances for which the Navier-Stokes equations seem to be an inappropriate model. Many idealized material models have been suggested. The motivation for this study is to derive from the equations a fluid behaviour that is in agreement with the experimental evidence.
Necas and his collaborators consider a stress tensor where the coefficients of viscosity are not constants but functions of the invariants of velocity fields (see [10]-[11] ). Another type of model would be fluids of differential type of complexity n, commonly also referred to as Rivlin-Ericksen fluids. Fluids of grade n form an important subclass of the fluids of complexity n. In such materials, only a very short part of the history of the deformation gradient has an influence on the stress. A critical review and thermodynamical analysis of the fluids of differential type can be found in the work of Dunn and Rajagopal (see [17] ).
We investigate the steady motion of compressible fluids of second grade. Splitting our problem into three parts (Stokes problem, linearized Euler equations, and transport equation) and applying the well-known estimates, we solve three problems separately. Finally, by the Schauder theorem, we get the existence of the classical solutions assuming a sufficiently small force.
The Cauchy stress tensor T is related to the motion of the constitutive equation T = -pi + pA\ + (n + A) tr A\I + ol\Ai + &2A1,
where p is the pressure, p, A are coefficients of viscosity, o.\, a-i are material coefficients called normal stress moduli, and A 1,^2 are Rivlin-Ericksen kinematical tensors which 370 s. matusu-necasovA have the following form:
(A] )ij -Vi,j Vj (A2 )ij -(^1 )im 5
LmiWe assume /x, A > 0, A > - §/U, cti > 0 and express the divergence of the stress T:
+ ai(((Vv)T: V^O + V-OW-WMO)
where
The general steady motion of compressible fluids of second grade is described as follows:
with the boundary conditions v = 0 on dfl,
while the total mass is given by
J n where C RN (N = 3) is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary dfl. We are interested in the case of isothermal motion, which means that P = Kp,
where K is a positive constant.For the sake of simplicity, we omit the third term of (5)i. We assume that infp(z)>0 (8) xE.il and we decompose the density as follows: 
J ft f <7 = 0;
9
Applying the Helmholtz decomposition we get 
We replace w in (15) i by ip to have
with the given data g and <p. We denote the problem (16)- (19) by (Pi).
372 S. MATUSU-NECASOVA How to read this problem? Problem (19) is the Stokes problem with the given data g and ip. Equation (18) is a transport equation with the corresponding data P and v, where div(cru) is associated with g. The solution of (19) and the solution a of (18) are substituted into (16) and then the solution w is associated with <p. Then we can define the mapping F: (<p,g) -> (w, div(eri>)) for ip,g in a suitable class. If the functions in (p,g are smooth, then v and n are likewise smooth. Moreover, the smoothness of P and v (the smoothness of v we know from the previous step) give us that a and div(eru) are likewise smooth. As a consequence, the corresponding solution (u>, div(crt')) = F(tp,g) to (16), (18) is also regular. We shall prove the existence of a classical solution to problem (P|) and hence to problem (Pi) using the fact that the map F has a fixed point in S. This paper is motivated by my short visit to the University of Ferrara in July 1996 where Prof. Padula explained to me the new idea of decomposition for steady compressible fluids. Also, I would like to thank Prof. Rajagopal who actually suggested that I study this kind of problem. 
n being the outward unit normal at dfl. It is not difficult to verify, by solving an elliptic Neumann problem with data in that the classical Helmholtz decomposition in L2(Q) carries over to that is, for any g € there exist two L2-orthogonal functions w €E Xm{fl) and 7r G fjm+1 such that g -w -V7r.
The trace spaces (see [9] ), associated with Hrn(fl), are denoted by Ha(dQ) and the norm is indicated by || ||a,auTheorem 1 (Stokes problem). For any tp £ Xrn, g £ Hm+1, Problem (19) has a unique solution (v, 7r) in Hm+2 x Hm+l and there exists a constant C = C (£l,m,n) such that IMU+2 + 11v7T11777 < C(||<p||m + ||<7||m+l).
Proof. See Galdi [8] . 
[ \0t1\C\C2 C.C^C.a + CsC.
which will be defined in the proof and a = max{|ai|,|ai + CC2I}, {|c*i|,|ai + 02!} > yjT)+C3c2/3 ^ |jien proi,iem (16) a unique solution w € Xm(Q) satisfying HU < D.
Proof. Applying the operator Da to (16) 1, 0 < a < m, and taking the L2 scalar product with Daw and adding the resulting identities we get
Taking into account that N(v) is a sum of products of first and second derivatives of v, the Schwarz inequality and the algebra property of Hm(£l) yield \\N{v)\\m<Ca\\vfm+2.
We apply the divergence operator on (16) Similarly as in [7] we estimate the following terms: 
We need that K < D. This implies firstly that K < ,£r.
\Ot\IC1C2 Prom the second assumption, which we have on D, it follows that »-^cxc2-c2c3pk)
This implies, firstly, the condition on |ai|, |c*i + a2|:
(37)
^ \f^CiC2C3{CiC2 -1) +C3C2/? ( { |ai|,|a1+o2|}> 2cfC2 + C|Ci ' ' secondly, the condition on C\: -4C'2C3C2(,iC1C,2 -/i).
Thus we have an a priori estimate. Now, we apply the Galerkin method. We define the orthonormal set of functions in Xm by ll>m € X2m(fi) (45) and solve the eigenvalue problem = Afc(^fc,w)o VweXm(n). (46) We define X as the closure of the functions (^1, ■ • ■, Vv) in Xm and P as the projection from Xm onto X. For any w € X we can write w"-' =2^gjVipj, giv e R. Now, using the standard method, we obtain the existence of a solution to the algebraic system (48) for any v > 0 under assumptions (30). Since (39) is a uniform estimate it follows that {w^}u^n is uniformly bounded in Xm(fl) and this is sufficient for the existence of a unique solution w £ Xm(SV) to Problem (46). Now, we want to prove that ip = w and g = div(crv). We apply the Schauder fixed point theorem in the following form.
Lemma. Let S be a closed convex set in a Banach space B and let F be an absolutely continuous operator from 5 into B such that F(S) C S. Then F has a fixed point in S.
Proof. See Friedman [6] . We put
and for D > 0 S = SD = {(<p,g) e Xm-i(Sl) x Hm, |MU < D, ||p||m+1 < D}.
Theorem 4. Let m > 3, D, K satisfy (30), (31) and (*) which we will define later. Then the boundary value problem has a unique solution (v, p) such that p = 1 + cr, v E Hm+2, a £ Hm+l, and verifying the estimate IM|m+2 + IMIm+l < C\D. Proof. First of all we prove that the map F assigns to every (tp,g) £ So the unique function (u>, div(<7i>)) = F((ip,g)) with w being the solution of Problem (16) 
Let now {<pn, gn}neN be a sequence in Sp such that (fn,gn) -► (</>><?) £ Sd as n -» +00, and let (vn,nn) be the solution to Problem (19) with the corresponding data (tpn,gn). As a result of Theorem 1, (vn, S7irn) converges in x Hm~l(f2) to (v, V7r) , where (v, Vff) is the solution of (19) with the corresponding data (tp, g). As a result of Theorem 2, (an,div(anvn)) converges in x Hm(Q.) to (<r, div(crt>) ), where (a, div(<rw) ) is the solution of (18) with the corresponding data P,v, where P depends on v,n,w. Let {wn} be the solution of Problem (16) and {a, div((o-i;))} be the solution of (18). We take the difference of the two solutions w -wn and apply Da~l, 0 < a < m. Using V ■ w = 0, w ■ n = 0, multiplying by Da~1(w -wn) and adding the resulting identities we get, after 
Jn
In Problem (18) we have 
((cr -<7n)v ■ S7v,w -wn) < C||u||^+2||ty -wn\\m-i\\a -an\\m,
(<Tn{v -vn)Vv,wwn) < C||£Tn||m_i||u -u"||m+2||«||m+2||«; -iun||m-i,
{&nVn V(f -Vn), VJ -Wn) < C|| Vn ||m+2 |kn 11777 |k -vn ||m+2 ||w ~~ Wn ||m-1 •
Applying Theorems 1 and 3 we then get
Ik -w"||m-i(m -|ai|C|kl|m+2) + II div(<j"wn) -div(au)||m + Ik ~~ <^n\\m{l ~ C2PD -C2C1D2)
-G(|k -9^7711m "I" |k -3n||m+l)-
We assume that D<\^m-D<p'
where -C20 + y/C'iP2 + 4 C2Cl P 2C2C? Hm, a "subsequence argument", and the uniqueness of the limit therefore imply that F is continuous in the topology of x Hm for m > 3.
